PORTRAIT ARTISTS DIRECTORY
Welcome to American Art Collector’s 9th annual Portrait Artists Directory. There are nearly 30 artists in
this comprehensive portrait directory. To make this directory user-friendly, we have listed the artists
by where they reside. All you need to do is locate the portrait artists listed from your state or country,
find a style and price range that suits your needs, and then contact them to get started. Finding a
portrait painter has never been so easy and accessible as it is now.

California

Florida

It is my aim as a portrait artist to connect
with my subject in such a way that it
resonates with an important aspect of
myself.

Through my works, I paint the relationship
we have between each other. I always
paint my work from life in natural with
new designs and interesting ideas.

Price Range: $1,000

Price Range: $50,000

Contact Information
rtaymor@comcast.net
www.rosistudio.com

Contact Information
lideyang1234@gmail.com
www.artand.cn/lideyang

California

Illinois

Brianna Lee is a classically trained artist
based out of California. Influenced by
the Dutch masters, her award-winning
portraits are distinguished by glowing
illumination, subtle lifelike detail and
harmonious compositions.

I am very interested in capturing the inner
emotions and feelings through portraits
as well as figurative paintings. My art
intents to depict the subjects in a realm
of peace and tranquility, with subtle
expression of individual human heart
and mind.

ROSALINDA TAYMOR

BRIANNA LEE

Price Range: $5,000-$45,000 depending
on scale, subject and medium

JULIA WANG

Price Range: $700-$2,500

Contact Information
blleefineart@gmail.com
www.briannaleefineart.com

Contact Information
zwangart@gmail.com
www.juliawangfineart.com

California

Louisiana

Member of the Portrait Society of
America, Cristian Strittmatter has studied
drawing and painting in Florence, Italy.
He uses classical techniques to capture
culture through modern portraiture.

With graphite as my preferred medium,
I’ve learned the importance of value,
texture and the need for accuracy in every
detail. The twinkle in the eyes or twist to a
grin is what gives a portrait its visual and
spiritual likeness. It must radiate life.

Price Range: $15,000-$50,000

Price Range: $1,200-$5,000

Contact Information
cristian@stritart.com
www.stritart.com

Contact Information
portraits@janetmaines.com
www.janetmaines.com

CRISTIAN
STRITTMATTER
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JANET MAINES

WHERE TO FIND A PORTRAIT ARTIST STATE BY STATE
Massachusetts

New York

Frank’s expressive portraits are part of a
permanent collection at the Massachusetts
Eye & Ear Infirmary, Harvard Medical
School and Massachusetts General
Hospital. His work has been exhibited in
the Worcester Art Museum, DeCordova
Museum and Museum Villa Gamberaia.

Professional with more than 40 years
portrait painting experience. Lin
has painted from photos and live for
commission and non commission to bring
you and your family alive in oil paintings.
Member of Portrait Society of America.

Price Range: $3,500-$17,000

Contact Information
meilin08@yahoo.com
www.linmei-artist.com

FRANK INTERRANTE

Contact Information
frankinterrante@aol.com
www.frankinterrante.com

LIN MEI

Price Range: $3,500-$20,000

North Dakota

New York

Daphne thinks of her drawings and
paintings as capturing a moment in time
whether that would be the disappearing
lifestyle of the rancher, a beautiful day
or the essence of a loved one. Her work is
primarily in oils and pastels.

I mostly work from life, but in my painting
here, I worked from photographs. I made
compositional layouts and proceeded to
paint from photos. I have received many
awards including the William Draper Grand
Prize Award in the 2015 Portrait Society of
America International Portrait Competition.

DAPHNE CLARK

Price Range: $250-$1,000

MAX GINSBURG

Contact Information
cleogecko@hotmail.com
www.daphneclarkart.com

Price Range: $35,000-$60,000

New Hampshire

Pennsylvania

I enjoy representational art and love
portraits and figurative painting. I work
in oils mainly, but enjoy graphite and
charcoal as well. I strive to capture the
emotion of the individual with a strong
emphasis on the characteristics of the
person.

Somebody told me once, photographs lose
shine and color, computer documents get
corrupted, but a portrait and the model
on it, may last for centuries. I do not copy
photos I explore a human being and recreate it on a canvas.

MICHAEL GUARINO

Contact Information
maxginsburgstudio@gmail.com
www.maxginsburg.com
www.ginsburgillustration.com

JOSE MANUEL
LUCENA

Price Range: $500-3,500

Contact Information
michael@mguarino-art.com
www.mguarino-art.com

Contact Information
jeyemel@yahoo.com
joezluc.wixsite.com/artsyeye

New York

South Carolina

“I like that painting!” is the intended
response to my work. Why, I am looking
to achieve this response? Because once
my artwork is in your possession I want
your friends, family and colleagues to pay
you the compliment by saying, “I like that
painting!”

Lib is a contemporary portrait painter.
Lib has mastered the art of oil glazes
over grisaille. This technique creates
a delightful luminous effect in her
contemporary paintings, giving them an
air of an Old Master.

Price Range: $1,000-$1,500

Contact Information
liberstein@aol.com
www.libmasonportraits.com

DONNA ROLLINS

Price Range: $2,400-$5,2000
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Contact Information
donnarollins@earthlink.net
www.ilikethatpainting.com

LIB MASON

PO R T R A IT A R TIS TS D IR EC TO RY

Price Range: $750-$7,500

PORTRAIT ARTISTS DIRECTORY
Tennessee

Utah

As a second-generation portrait artist
based out of Chattanooga, Tennessee,
Liz Lindstrom travels internationally to
meet with her clients. Lindstrom uses her
work in portraiture to portray the inner
person of her subjects, as well as their
appearance.

Highly sought-after award-winning artist
Jonathan Linton creates sensitive and
powerful portraits for discerning patrons.
Contact the studio to inquire about
commissioning a portrait.

LIZ LINDSTROM

Price Range: $3,200-$8,800
Contact Information
liz@lizlindstrom.com
www.artistlizlindstrom.com

Texas

PHILIP TAYLOR
A portrait must create a likeness of the
sitter. This is a given. The more elusive
part is the portrayal of visual elegance
within what is essentially a craftsman’s
process. The goal that keeps me forever
driven to paint people is this aesthetic
element.

Price Range: $400-$6,000 depending on
size and complexity
Contact Information
philiptaylor@poka.com
www.philiptaylorart.com
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JONATHAN LINTON

Price Range: $6,500-$24,000
Contact Information
info@jonathanlinton.com
www.jonathanlinton.com

United Kingdom

ALASTAIR ADAMS
PPRP
I travel internationally, and have portraits
in the U.K., California and Connecticut
(Yale) including Tony Blair for the National
Portrait Gallery, London. I am a past
president of the Royal Society of Portrait
Painters. Distinctive portraits with a
flexible, engaging process.

Price Range: $9,500-$35,000
Contact Information
alastair.adams@virgin.net
www.alastairadams.co.uk

